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Abstract 

Based on the understanding that there is a difference between a failure and its negative 

consequences, a plea is made for supporting recovery from failures in high-risk 

operations, as an addition to approaches exclusively focusing on failure prevention. A 

phase model is presented of the process people follow to recover from failures, 

illustrated with examples from the chemical process industry. The three main phases are 

detection, explanation and countermeasures; for the latter two also several sub-phases 

are distinguished. The timing, order and frequency of the process phases can differ 

between different processes, and so can the process outcomes, depending on the success 

of the recovery actions performed. The insight in the mechanisms of the recovery 

process needs to be expanded with insight in the factors that influence these processes, 

to be better able to support recovery possibilities. 

 

Background 

During the last decades, in most work environments involving risky operations, such as 

chemical industry, aviation and aerospace, medicine, and nuclear power plants, the 

focus of safety and reliability management has mainly been on the prevention of errors 

and other failures. However, additional benefits can be gained from focusing on what 

can be done after a failure has occurred, but before this leads to negative consequences. 

After all, not all failures can be foreseen, and even foreseen failures can not always be 

prevented – the appropriate preventive measures may be unknown, impossible to 

implement, or the benefits of implementing them may not outweigh the costs. And, in 

all fairness, what we really want to prevent is not so much the failures themselves, but 

rather the negative consequences of these failures. In this paper I examine the processes 

people follow to recover from or compensate for failures. 

 

Generally, a failure or combination of failures initially only leads to a dangerous, 

unwanted situation. In most cases, both in work and everyday life, there is still a chance 

to recover from the failure and the resulting ‘deviation’, thus returning the situation 

back to normal, before any negative consequences take place. The following examples 

may help to clarify the difference between a failure and its potential negative 

consequences: 

• a defective engine (failure), if unnoticed, can overheat (resulting dangerous 

situation or deviation), and lead to a fire and thus damage, production loss and 

potential injuries (negative consequences);  
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• forgetting to refill lubrication oil (failure) on rotating equipment can lead to 

unlubricated operation (deviation), which can go on for a while before 

eventually leading to a breakdown causing both production and product loss 

(negative consequences); 

• if the report that spare equipment has been taken into service does not reach the 

maintenance department (failure), they will not repair the equipment that was 

replaced with the spare, and operation now continues without a back-up for this 

critical piece of equipment being readily available (deviation), which could lead 

to major production - and related safety problems (negative consequences) as 

soon as the currently active spare equipment also fails. 

I define recovery processes as the detection that a failure has occurred, combined with 

problem diagnosis and the identification and application of countermeasures. The first 

thing that is detected at the start of a recovery process, can either be the failure itself, or 

initially only the resulting deviation or problem (the symptoms), of which the causes 

may not immediately be obvious. 

 

Recovery processes include both pre-planned recovery actions, referred to as barriers or 

defenses (e.g. Hollnagel, 1999; Svenson, 1991), that have been built into systems as 

procedures or mechanisms to deal with foreseen failures once they have occurred; and 

ad-hoc recovery actions, which are performed in an improvised manner to deal with 

unforeseen or previously ignored problems. Much more is known about pre-planned 

barriers or defenses, than about ad-hoc recovery actions. In addition, most of the 

existing research into recovery processes has focused on how failures or the 

immediately resulting deviations are detected (e.g. Sellen, 1994; Zapf et al., 1994; 

Doireau et al., 1997; Sarter & Alexander, 2000; Rizzo et al., 1987; Allwood, 1984; 

Rabbitt, 1978; Mason & Redmon 1992). The insights from the domains of signal 

detection, interface design and alarm management also add to our understanding of 

problem- or failure detection. The attention given to detection is well deserved: after all, 

no corrective actions will be initiated for failures that remain undetected. On the other 

hand, not much is known about the recovery processes after detection. 

 

The research described in this paper is an attempt to fill this gap. It aims to explore the 

entire recovery process, including the actions following after detection, and it focuses 

specifically on the human operator’s contribution to recovery, which is most obvious in 

ad-hoc, not previously planned recovery actions. 

 

In the next section, I will present a detailed phase model of the recovery process, which 

was developed based on a review of the relevant literature and two field studies. These 

field studies were performed in the chemical process industry. This domain was selected 

as an example of a work environment involving high-risk operations. One field study 

was based on data from a near miss reporting system in a chemical plant, supplemented 

with follow-up interviews. The other field study was based on data from diaries 

describing recovery processes after self-made errors, collected at the same chemical 

plant. These studies are the topic of other papers (e.g. Kanse & Van der Schaaf, 2001b), 

in this paper they are merely used to provide several examples. 

Parallels are drawn between the recovery process phase model and both the literature on 

problem solving and on goal hierarchies. The model is illustrated with examples 

collected in the field studies. A discussion of the different possible forms a recovery 
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process can take follows, again using examples. Subsequently, insight is given in the 

various outcomes recovery processes can have depending on their successfulness, and 

the model is placed in a wider context. Finally, the described insights are summarized 

and generalized and an indication is given of related areas in need of additional 

research. 

 

A model of the recovery process 

When people are recovering from failures and resulting problems, usually they go 

through a sequence of actions, or phases. Each of these actions has a specific goal, when 

looking at a detailed level. All these actions together constitute the recovery process, 

with recovery being the overall goal. 

 

The idea of distinguishing different lower level goals during recovery processes 

corresponds with the theory on goal hierarchies (e.g. Geen, 1995). This theory explains 

how a higher-level goal or desired state can be reached by a person via attainment of the 

lower level goals associated with that desired state. At the lowest levels of a goal 

hierarchy we find simple, discrete, functional actions, and at the highest level the basic 

needs of a person. Furthermore, the setting of a goal depends on two antecedent 

conditions: a person’s need and a situational condition. In terms of recovery processes 

in a work situation, the needs of the persons involved are to maintain a safe and stable 

work environment. The situational condition involved is a threat to this safe and stable 

work environment. The combination of these two conditions activates the goal of 

recovery from this threat, returning to the safe, stable work environment. 

 

The notion of people going through certain phases when recovering from failures is not 

entirely novel in the domain of organizational behavior. Many parallels exist with 

problem solving theory and models. The phase theorem which dominates much of the 

literature on problem solving (for a review see Lipshitz & Bar-Ilan, 1996) suggests that 

people follow certain phases in the process of solving problems, and that certain 

sequences of phases are more likely to be successful than others. Recovering from 

failures can be seen as a special kind of problem solving, namely solving the problems 

that are the immediate result of a failure or combination of failures. 

 

Three main types of recovery actions can be distinguished, leading to the following 

categorization of recovery process phases: 

• Detection of the (combination of) failures or at least the immediately resulting 

deviation or problem situation (D); 

• Explanation of the problem and its causes (E); 

• Countermeasures aimed at returning to the normal situation or at least limiting 

the consequences (C). 

In the literature on recovery from failures, there seems to be general agreement among 

researchers with regard to the existence of these three phases (e.g. Zapf & Reason, 

1994; Kontogiannis, 1999; Van der Schaaf, 1988; Bagnara et al., 1988; Rizzo et al., 

1995). 

 

Figure 1 shows both these recovery process phases and the possible transitions between 

them. 
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Figure 1. High-level recovery process phase model 

 

Detection of the problem situation (failure(s) or immediate result) is always the first 

phase to occur in a recovery process. After all, for undetected problems no further 

recovery actions will be initiated. In some cases, after the detection phase 

countermeasures will be taken immediately, for example when there is no time or 

simply no need for a further explanation of the problem and its causes. There may also 

be cases where at least a certain amount of explanation precedes the planning and 

execution of any countermeasures. In those cases it may be necessary to have at least a 

better understanding of the problem at stake or possibly also insight in what caused the 

problem, before a decision with regard to the appropriate countermeasures can be made. 

Repetitions of the explanation- and the countermeasures phases, as indicated with the 

right-to-left arrow and the two iteration loops in figure 1, can continue until the problem 

is solved or nothing more can be done. It may be assumed, especially for work 

environments with high safety and reliability standards, that only in rare cases nothing 

is done after a problem situation is detected. 

 

Taking a closer look 

Let us now take a more detailed look at the goals people may strive after in each of the 

phases. Both in the explanation phase and the countermeasures phase a number of 

different sub-goals can be distinguished, depending on which specific outcome is aimed 

for with the actions taken during this phase. This is the reason for the iteration loops 

attached to the boxes representing the explanation- and countermeasures phases. The 

transition represented by those lines is either the transition between actions with a 

different sub-goal in the same main category, or between actions with the same sub-goal 

but taken at clearly separate points in time, when other actions unrelated to the ongoing 

recovery process have been performed in between. 

 

Based on the analysis of a wide variety of recovery processes about which data was 

collected in the field studies, I propose two possible sub-goals for the explanation phase 

and four for the countermeasures phase. This leads to the following seven phases and 

sub-phases: 

• Detection of the problem situation (D). In this phase the person or persons 

involved become aware of the presence of the problem. At this moment all the 

relevant aspects and the causes of the problem are not necessarily known to the 

person(s) involved. An example of this phase is a chemical process plant 

operator noticing a high pressure alarm in the control panel. 

• Explanation – definition of the problem (EDP). In this sub-phase of the 

explanation phase the person(s) involved gather all the relevant information 

about the problem situation, to specify what exactly is going on, or how the 

problem manifests itself, without looking for the problem’s causes at this 
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moment. This sub-phase usually occurs early on in the sequence of actions, just 

after detection of the problem. In cases where urgent countermeasures are 

needed first, the problem definition phase may be postponed a while, if the 

person(s) involved feel that relatively much time is needed to arrive at a proper 

and workable problem definition. It may also (re-)occur at a later moment, for 

example if countermeasures that have been taken have changed the situation and 

a new assessment is needed of what the remaining problem is. Or if newly found 

insight in the causes of the problem sheds a new light on the problem’s extent. 

An example of the EDP phase is when the chemical process plant operator (after 

having noticed the high pressure alarm in the detection phase) checks the 

pressures in other parts of the installation as well to find out the extent of the 

problem, or checks the temperature in the affected section to gain more 

information. 

• Explanation – identification of the causes (EIC). In this sub-phase of the 

explanation phase, the person(s) involved in the recovery process try to find out 

what caused the problem situation. Knowing the problem’s cause or causes may 

be necessary before the appropriate countermeasures can be identified. In other 

cases there is no such need, but even then a search for the problem causes may 

still be conducted at some point, as part of an incident investigation or other 

organizational learning process. For familiar problems, or situations where the 

connection between problem and cause is very obvious, the causes (or failures 

involved) may be known almost immediately and no explicit search for them is 

required. In other cases the causes are more obscure or well hidden, or the 

problem is the result of a complicated mix of failures and other contributing 

factors. In those situations finding the causes takes more time and effort. An 

example of the EIC phase is when the chemical process plant operator inspects 

the pump involved in the high pressure alarm situation for potential causes, such 

as valves in closed positions which should be open, blockages, and so on. 

• Countermeasures – stabilization (CS). Stabilization of the situation is a sub-

phase of the countermeasures phase. CS may be necessary in order to prevent 

things from getting further out of hand; to stop the process of otherwise 

continually increasing negative effects, such as damage, spills, or process 

deviations. These actions are not aimed at reducing the negative effects that have 

already occurred, they simply ‘freeze’ (not counter) the problem. This CS phase 

is applicable for special types of situations, where it is either not possible at all 

to initiate other counteractions without taking those stabilizing actions first, or 

where other counteractions will not be as effective as they could be after 

stabilizing the situation first (like mopping while the tap is still running). One of 

the aims of stabilization can simply be to gain time for additional actions. Please 

note that a stabilized situation is not the same as the normal situation, additional 

actions or processes are necessary to reach that state. An example of the CS 

phase is when a chemical process plant operator stops a leaking pump so that the 

product spill resulting from the leakage does not increase any further. 

• Countermeasures – mitigation (CM). Another countermeasures-sub-phase is 

mitigation, aimed at actively reducing the amount, scope and/or impact of the 

negative consequences to which the preceding failure(s) have already led at the 

moment at which the mitigation actions are started. This is more than simply 

stopping the further deterioration of the damage process (i.e. stabilization); it 
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also involves damage control and reduction. This phase may be applicable for 

situations where a return to the normal situation from before the occurrence of 

the problem is either not possible at all, or at least not on a foreseeable term; 

where it is obvious that there will be some remaining damage or other negative 

consequences after the mitigation actions have been taken. The aim of this type 

of countermeasures is to at least limit these consequences as far as possible. 

Additional actions are still needed after mitigation for a complete return to the 

normal situation, that is, if such a return is possible at all. An example of 

mitigation is extinguishing a fire. The result after the flames are put out is still a 

situation in need of additional repairs or replacements. 

• Countermeasures – temporary correction of the problem (CTCP). Another sub-

phase of the countermeasures phase involves temporary corrections of the 

problem at stake. Temporary corrections are not intended to last forever. They 

involve a ‘quick fix’, aimed at returning to a normal, workable situation at least 

for a while, with actions that can be completed in a relatively short time. 

Temporary repairs (e.g. using tape to patch up a leak in a pipeline) and use of 

spare capacity (such as spare pumps) are examples of actions belonging to the 

CTCP phase. Generally, after a temporary correction additional, more permanent 

countermeasures are still needed, either because the temporary correction is not 

durable enough to keep the problem solved forever, or because it uses normally 

spare capacity which should be returned to that status. 

• Countermeasures – permanent correction of the problem (CPCP). A final sub-

phase of the countermeasures phase involves permanent or lasting corrections of 

the problem at stake, which are aimed at returning to a normal situation, without 

remaining consequences in the installation, process or personnel. The corrective 

measures implemented as part of the CPCP phase have a lasting effect; it doesn’t 

wear off over time like the effect of temporary corrections would. An example 

of the CPCP phase is when the chemical process plant operator cleans and 

reinstalls the filter in the pump that was causing the high pressure because of dirt 

caught in it. 

Organizational learning takes place outside the scope of one single recovery process. In 

organizational learning processes, based on near misses, decisions are made with regard 

to a potential recurrence of the situation: to accept the risk of recurrence, to increase 

preparedness for a potential recurrence, or to prevent recurrence. This process takes 

place at a different, higher level in the organization than where the actions directly 

related to the problem at stake are taken, involves mainly long-term actions, and is 

generally based on multiple near misses or incidents. Therefore organizational learning 

is not included in the model presented here. 

 

Different recovery scenarios 

As could be seen already in figure 1, recovery processes can take various forms, 

depending on the amount and types of actions needed for a full recovery. Some of the 

phases and sub-phases we discussed above may not be necessary or possible in certain 

situations. Sometimes a certain (sub-)phase needs to be repeated, either just once, or 

even at several different moments during the process. Also, the order in which the 

different types of recovery actions are performed is not always the same. All this, 

combined with the fact that more than just one person may contribute to a recovery 

process, means that different degrees of complexity are possible in recovery processes. 
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The simplest form a recovery process can take is a process where a problem is detected 

and immediately permanently corrected. For instance the case where a chemical process 

operator, arriving at the laboratory to drop off product samples for quality control, 

detects that he has forgotten to take a sample of product X (D phase), after which he 

goes back to the sampling point for product X in the plant (start of CPCP phase, first 

step), takes the sample (next step in CPCP phase), and returns to the lab, this time just 

to drop of the product X sample (end of CPCP phase). 

 

But a wide variety of more complex scenarios are possible as well. For example the case 

where a defect in one of the electronic circuits of a signal transmitter causes a product 

flow indicator to disappear from the process control panel, which the control panel 

operator notices (D phase). To avoid an automatic shutdown (pre-programmed for 

safety reasons) of part of the installation and thus production loss, delays and extra 

work, the control panel operator has to override the automatic shutdown setting on the 

flow level (CS phase). To make sure that meanwhile the product flow will not cause any 

problems, the operator has to look for alternative indications in the panel to make 

inferences about the flow (EDP). The operator has to call in the instrumentation 

engineers to find out what caused the disappearance of the indicator (start EIC). These 

engineers, once they have identified (EIC) the defect circuit board, have to look for a 

replacement (start CPCP). They do not have any spares of the right type so they use the 

circuit board of another transmitter from a part of the installation currently not in use 

because of maintenance (CTCP). They only think of this solution after having consulted 

one of their co-workers with regard to the situation, who remembers having seen the 

required type of circuit board a few days earlier while he was involved in the 

maintenance activities in the shut down section (planning of CTCP). A new circuit 

board is ordered (CPCP continues) and installed a few days later in the transmitter from 

which it was borrowed (end CPCP), just in time before the scheduled start-up of that 

section of the installation. 

 

Recovery process outcomes 

The desired end state of a recovery process is a return to the normal situation, which is, 

from a production process point of view, the way things were before the occurrence of 

the failure from which recovery was needed. This end state may not always be reached. 

What about the possible outcomes of a complete recovery process? Depending on the 

timeliness and effectiveness of the recovery actions, the end result of a recovery process 

is either a near miss (successful recovery), or some negative consequences remain, such 

as damage, delays, product loss et cetera. In the last case the end result is still an 

accident, but one that is hopefully less serious than it could have been. Unintended 

adverse side effects of the recovery actions are also possible: cases where the original 

problem is solved but a new problem created. If so, then the need for an additional 

recovery process arises, to deal with the adverse effects. This possibility that well-

intended recovery actions actually make things worse has also been recognized by Bove 

& Andersen (2001) in their studies of error recovery in air traffic management. 

 

Placing recovery in a wider context 

With regard to the context in which a recovery process takes place I want to point out 

that being engaged in a recovery process does not mean that no other processes are 
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going on at the same time. Other, parallel tasks may vary from normal production 

activities, to actions aimed at recovery from other problems than the problem under 

consideration in this particular recovery process. Interactions with other, parallel 

recovery processes are possible, especially if the problems involved are closely 

intertwined. Simultaneously ongoing recovery processes are not necessarily all in the 

same phase at the same time. Also, when people are engaged in a recovery process, this 

does not mean that all other actions are always put on a hold. But if actions with other 

goals than recovery are performed during a recovery process, we do not consider them 

as part of the process. 

 

Conclusions 

In the previous sections I have presented a phase model of the recovery process which 

consists of the three main phases detection, explanation and countermeasures. Insight 

was given in several specific types of goals people can strive after with the actions they 

perform to recover from failures. The different forms a recovery process may take, 

depending on which phases occur when, and the possible process outcomes were 

discussed. Finally, recovery processes were placed in the wider context of other 

ongoing tasks in the work environment. 

 

Even though the field studies that were used for the development of the detailed phase 

model were performed in the chemical process industry, I expect that many of the 

insights gained can be generalized to other domains involving high-risk operations as 

well. Between different domains, the recovery processes may of course vary in timing, 

order and frequency of certain (sub-) phases, but their building blocks (the phases and 

sub-phases) remain the same. 

 

The insights gained in how people recover from failures in a high-risk work 

environment can serve as a basis for the development of provisions such as tools, 

techniques and procedures to support recovery and thus enhance safety and reliability. 

To this end, our next research efforts will also focus on the factors that influence 

recovery processes, their outcomes, individual process phases and transitions between 

phases: Why do recovery processes turn out the way they do? Insight in those recovery 

influencing factors (similar to performance influencing or performance shaping factors 

in the human reliability domain) allows assessment of an organization’s current 

recovery possibilities and provides them with specific leads for possible improvements. 

Some initial findings in the area of recovery influencing factors are presented in Kanse 

& Van der Schaaf (2001a). 
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